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Let us spark and feed your love for racing with
Australia's largest community of MTB racers!



BE A
#ROCKYTRAILRACER

Welcome!

U P D A T E :  3 0  J U N E  2 0 2 0

I S S U E  0 1

An early-morning ride in the fresh autumn air. 

A gnarly descent in the afternoon heat. 

An adrenaline-fueled descent. 

Collapsing at the top of a climb just to then enjoy the view together.

The focus and calm when re-discovering your favourite trail, the

curiosity and thrill when exploring a brand-new track. 

The feeling when you absolutely rail a corner or  spectacularly nail a

jump for the first time...

Those are exactly the moments we live and work for: we want you

to RACE THE WAY YOU RIDE. With your name alongside fellow

riders on the Rocky Trail results lists. We can't wait for you to share

your achievements, triumphs, experiences and #rockytrailracer

memories!

These days it's tough to predict the landscape of MTB races and

events in Australia. So here we want to share some of our plans and

event information with you so you can get to know us a little better.

One thing we know, we will keep spreading our passion for racing in

this amazing cycling and mountain biking community that we are

all part of and help shape every day. With every ride. With every

race. With every moment and every memory we treasure.

Enjoy your tribe - welcome to the Rocky Trail Family!

JULIANE & MARTIN WISATA

FOUNDERS
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All Rocky Trail events are operated under a strict Covid-19
safety plan until further notice. 

This means that certain event concepts may differ slightly
and in some cases significantly from their original formats.

Please head to our website and follow the links to the COVID-
19 guidelines on each event portal for all details.

Please note that certain measures will differ from State to
State that we race in - we are following Federal as well as
individual State Health Department guidelines to provide you
with a safe event environment.

Should you have any questions or concerns, please contact us
or speak to the Race Director or any of our staff on-site.

We thank you for your cooperation.

COVID-10
SAFETY PLAN

IMPORTANT - we are TRACKING every event participant!
This  means: not only competitors, but every spectator, supporter

or guardian plus ANY member of the public or media needs to
register via the race online sign-up process. This will be a

complementary race visitor entry and is FREE.

https://rockytrailentertainment.com/


Race
the way
you ride.

>> From the moment I pulled up in the car park, good feelings started to flow in abundance:
bumping into friends I hadn’t seen in a while, happy chats, clear skies after a week of rain,

the familiarity of a relaxed event vibe, the fun of discovering trails I hadn’t ridden before,
surprise conversations with smiley people I hadn’t met previously, 

the challenge of remembering each obstacle for the next run, riding them smoothly, 
riding them faster, connecting corners and obstacles in a way that only happens after a few

runs, the spring air, the birds a-singing, the smell of the central coast bush.
Some people love racing because they love competing for a podium. 

I’ve always loved it for these other things.<<

From the blog "Trail Therapy" by Kath Bicknell, Department of Cognitive Science at

Macquarie University in Sydney and #rockytrailracer



OUR STORY
BY  JULIANE  WISATA

The Rocky Trail story started
way back in the early 2000’s
when Martin Wisata and I
caught the mountain bike
riding and racing bug in
Australia. 

Being out on my mountain
bike gives me this sense of
freedom. I love exploring new
trails and at the same time
know that I can go out on my
home track, riding my lines
and take a breather on my
favourite spot among the
trees. But when I am among
other riders at an event, at a
start line - even as a
supporter among our
customers, that's where I fill
up my cup.

We created Rocky Trail
Entertainment for our events
to spark and feed your love
for racing. We deliver events
where podium chasers can
line up with Australia's elites

and experienced amateur
endurance racers and were
casual racers have a blast, all
feeling safe and part of our
community.

From the first time between
the tape to people who have
spent a lifetime training for
power output, we will have
you covered. We want to
motivate you to be active
and have fun outdoors and
we want to support each
and everyone of you to
achieve your racing goals.

We love nurturing our crazy,
fun, enthusiastic, passionate,
talented and ambitious
gang of #rockytrailracers –
our Rocky Trail community is
now racing in four regions: in
NSW and the ACT, in
QLD and VIC.

See you out on those
rocky trails!

BUSTING  5  MYTHS

ABOUT  MTB  RACING

Mountain biking - and racing - is
supposed to be enjoyable!  To enter a
race is always a challenge - and to get
a podium or smash that personal
goal of yours are both equally
awesome achievements.

RACING  IS  HARDCORE

Our races are always divided into
categories of gender, age and also
ability. Racing can be awesome for
everyone!  It provides amazing
opportunities to ride somewhere you
might not get to otherwise, you get
support and a crew to look after you
and it’s a GREAT way to challenge
and push yourself.

RACING  IS  FOR  ELITES

While it is great to be competitive
and challenge yourself, it is not
healthy to do so at the expense of
having fun. We have enough stress in
our lives already. Why bring it to the
trails? Mountain biking is one of the
few platforms where it is acceptable
for grown-ups to act like kids.

RACING  IS  STRESSFUL

You are not just paying for that
number plate you put on the bike. It's
that experience out on the bike with
like-minded mountain bikers, sharing
the sport you love. You'll be tired at
the end of the day and nothing is
sweeter than flopping down on the
couch, scrolling through results after
a day of racing your bike. You'll see!

RACING  IS  EXPENSIVE

Races present the chance to meet a
lot of really cool people, actually.
Many different formats encourage
team racing, and even if you sign up
by yourself, you'll have plenty of
people around you!

RACING  ALONE  SUCKS



Racing.
Redefined.

>> Even though we can’t ride and race like normal, 
doesn’t mean our mental health and performance has to suffer.<<

Emily May, Psychologist and Founder of Fostering Hope Psychology & #rockytrailracer



Picture this XC scenario: the
race has started, you have
put yourself in a good
position and are in a very
nice flow. The riders around
you are the ones you
generally like to see, which
means everything is going
to plan at this part of the
race. In your head you start
thinking of the right
moment to attack, when to
do a tactical feed stop and
what to eat next and
then BAM… you clip a tree
and hit the ground…hard.

At first you think you’re fine
and the bike is probably too.
You get up as quickly as you
can, spin the wheels to
make sure they are still
turning and try to hop back
on. But then you notice that
you crashed a lot harder
than you thought...

You realise it will be a while
before you can put the
power down again. You
limp away on the bike and
start making new
calculations. Which position
am I in? Is it worthwhile to
continue the race or do I
call it? How long until I have
fully recovered, what is even
wrong with me and more
importantly is the bike OK?

I have been in this situation
many times on my bike and
find myself in the same
situation now in business
life. We crashed…hard..but
then so did (almost)
everyone else.  Now,
however, we have reached
the next phase and it’s time
to look at how we can
achieve what we always aim
for: bring you races that are
safe, fair, exciting and fun.

RACING.
REDEFINED.
BY  MARTIN  WISATA

OUTLINE  COVID-19

ROAD  MAP

To re-start the season, we
will focus on our Fox
Superflow sealed by Stan’s as
well as the Shimano MTB GP
series first. Those are the ones
where we can be most
flexible in terms of venues
and dates and they are of
course very popular.

GETTING  BACK  UP

Mitigating the infection risk is
our priority. The good news is
that managing risks is what
we do well so for us it’s just
another layer of complexity
thrown on top of our standard
procedures.

MITIGATING  RISKS

The changes will include rider
briefings and race waivers to
be available online only.
Spectator numbers will be
limited and every non-racer
will need to register before
the race and sign in on the
day as well for tracking.

BEFORE  THE  EVENT

The event centre will be a lot
calmer, but there will still be
music, food, first aid, tech
support and our info point.
Podium ceremonies will be
virtual.

RACING

STAY  INFORMED

Visit our Blog/News section
on the website and sign up
for our Newsletter for
updates straight to 
your inbox!

https://rockytrailentertainment.com/home/newsletter/
https://rockytrailentertainment.com/blog/
https://rockytrailentertainment.com/home/newsletter/


Rocky
Trail
Destinations

>> Racing with the family and catching up with friends. 
Such a good family weekend away enjoying the outdoors. 

Love it!<<

Ruben via Facebook Group



Bob Morris and Jo Parker
have been leading the
charge for Rocky Trail
Entertainment to launch
events in Queensland and
Victoria in 2020.

"I have been travelling with
the Fox Superflow across
NSW and the ACT for
almost three years now and
instantly saw the potential
for it in Queensland as well
as Victoria. 
Rocky Trail events are
accessible for a wide variety
of mountain bikers who
love that sense of
excitement and the
adrenaline surge of hitting
a race stage, yet still enjoy
the social aspect of
spending all day out on the
trails with the mates or
family." - Bob Morris

Jo Parker, who also acts as
a Community Engagement
Officer for the “Chicks Who
Ride Bikes” advocacy group
says, 

"I have been involved with
the Rocky Trail team for
some time now, also in
previous roles in the cycling
industry.  I love the
commitment and
connection that the team
have to the riders and
 supporters.  They listen to
feedback and adapt
accordingly.

They have been running
events for over a decade
and have established a
professional reputation of
keeping things serious
enough, casual enough,
clockwork enough, 
and fun.”

OUR
DESTINATONS
BY  JO  PARKER  & BOB  MORRIS

ROCKY  TRAIL

DESTINATIONS

The original 'home state' of
Rocky Trail Entertainment.
Juliane and Martin have
hand-picked all race tracks
from the start and built a
wide network of local clubs
and state land management
organisations over the past
decade. Bringing more events
into regional areas has been
at the core of their business
development strategy in
recent years.

NEW  SOUTH  WALES

The ACT has become a gem
of a MTB and cycling
destination - Stromlo Forest
Park is one of our key venues
as well as the magnificent
forests around the Capital
with Majura and Kowen. We
also explore the Centenary
Trail and Murrumbidgee River
Trails!

AUSTRALIAN

CAPITAL  TERRITORY

Queenslanders at heart, Jo
and Bob love exploring the
amazing MTB trail networks
that have established the
state as an amazing
destination for riders! They
have picked some of the
absolute treats for you!

QUEENSLAND

We never stop talking about
riding and racing and our first
events in VIC are the result of
such chats with local riders
and active clubs. Some mint
trails  await us there!

VICTORIA

https://rockytrailentertainment.com/


Event
Guide

>>It’s the whole package. 
Watching Guru [Event Officer Graham] interview 

Jason English [24H Solo World Champion] 
with a banana microphone is always a highlight. 

Jason actually speaking into it is also pretty special...
kind of sums up the whole Rocky Trail experience 😀<<

Peter, #rockytrailracer



ROCKY TRAIL RACING GUIDE

You know those perfect weekend rides
with your besties? Fanging around with the

little shredders? Always wanted to get your
‘other half’ to go racing with you? You love

riding and exploring those trails together,
meeting other riders and chatting about

bikes and life, then racing each other
absolutely smashing it down your favourite

descents? You will love our Superflows!

WHY SUPERFLOW?
Because we pick race tracks that give you

that “super-flowy frothing” feeling! 
Each timed section demands different skill

sets of the riders – from tricky sections
around rocks and tight corners to flowy

berms and quick stints that need pedal
power and endurance.

MORE GRAVITY: 
Whatever category you’re in – you can ride
all day together and still lock your best race

run in! These events are super popular not
only for groups of mates, but also couples

and families – only the 'down-bits' are timed
and you wouldn’t believe how keen the

juniors are to check their race times 
after each run!

superflow

starve your distractions,
feed your focus.



R A C I N G  T I P  # 1

The Race Director will give you a heads up about weather and

track conditions in the Rider Briefing, which is emailed out and

available on the event website too. Don’t be afraid to change

your tyres to suit those conditions if your old faithfuls are not

the right rubber for the day. You’ll be cursing your mud spikes

on a 400-metre climb if it’s a hot and sunny day so give it a

little thought the night before. You can change your tyres

between timed runs if need be, so if conditions change don’t be

afraid to change them again. Go for something sturdy, a ripped

tyre wall will end your day very abruptly.

Be sure to always
check out the online

Rider Briefing to
know what track and
weather conditions

to expect.



RACE GUIDE:
SUPERFLOW
EVENT :  

FOX  SUPERFLOW  SEALED  BY  STANS

Our Superflow races have been

evolving over the years. As bikes

become hugely more capable,

riders become more skilled and

options become more open, we

can now have it all: More A-lines

for riders that are confident, B

lines for those who are working

up to it. You have to pedal up,

but the downs will have way

more fun options.

Racers of different ages and

riding preferences will have a

blast! Together.

To re-start the season in 2020

we are implementing COVID-19

risk mitigating measures that

will change the format slightly.

Please check the events portal

for the latest updates!

Explore the trails together, make

it a MTB weekend away! The

race tracks are mostly downhill –

the faster you go, the more

challenging it gets!

RIDE .

There are no start orders, which

means you can spend all day

together with mates, your

partner or the junior frothers! 

YOUR  WAY .

"Best endurance race series in 
Australia. Well organised every time." 
- Rohan

#FOXSUPERFLOW

You still complete a set of timed

race stages within a set timing

window. You will still ride to the

starts un-timed, which makes

this event social and action-

packed at the same time!

RACE .

NSW .  ACT .  QLD .  VIC .

https://rockytrailentertainment.com/fox-superflow-sealed-by-stans/
https://rockytrailentertainment.com/fox-superflow-sealed-by-stans/


FOCUS:

Race Format

COVID-19 Road Map

What people love about the Superflow
event format is that they normally get
to practice all day Saturday and that
on Sunday's race day, they get up to 5
runs on EACH track! With the COVID-
19 measures this will change slightly.
Please note that  the safety measures
we legally have to implement differ
from State to State!
� Find all details on the website! 

However, what will not change is that
you can still do up to 5 race runs on
each track! And you can pick the
order in which you complete those.
Your fastest run on each counts and
there are LIVE results! Cross the line,
pull out your phone and see how you
went!

At our Superflow events the changes we will have to
implement will be less noticeable as already with the
original event format all competitors have been moving
between different start and finish areas, climbing sections
and race trails. Competitors have already been naturally
spread out during the entire day.The schedule is probably
going to change and you can select if you are racing either
on Saturday or Sunday. This will enable us to have lower
numbers of riders out on trails on each day. If you want a
full day of practice you will need to check out the trails
before the racing weekend. All details on the website.

Just send it!
When you start your race stages  get
ready for an absolute adrenaline
rush  as you smash down our
superflow race tracks to hunt down
those seconds for the win!

SUPERFLOWS :  RACE  FORMAT  AND

PREPARATION  FOR  1 -DAY  EVENTS

Bike & Equipment
With so many bikes to choose from, there has never been a
better time to be a Superflow rider! It comes down to
finding the bike that works for you - choose something you
can pedal all day, don't worry too much about massive
suspension like on a downhill bike. If you are exhausted
from pedalling that beast, that suspension won't save you!
Go for an all-mountain type bike with a good 120-160mm
travel. A dropper seat post isn't essential, but often comes in
very handy for those pinchy climbs that sometimes sneak
in. At the Superflow events you won't have to wear a full-
face helmet, even though some riders choose to wear them.
Neutral support bis available at majority of our events for
when those unforeseen mechanical issues pop up.

https://rockytrailentertainment.com/fox-superflow-sealed-by-stans/
https://rockytrailentertainment.com/fox-superflow-sealed-by-stans/
https://rockytrailentertainment.com/fox-superflow-sealed-by-stans/
https://rockytrailentertainment.com/fox-superflow-sealed-by-stans/


ROCKY TRAIL RACING GUIDE

Racing isn’t (just) about how long it takes
you to get from the start to the finish.

It’s (also) about the adventureyou have
along the way, the people you meet and 

the unique moments you share.

Our GP series may just be the most inclusive
series in Australia! From the first time

between the tape to people that have spent
a lifetime training for power output, we have

you covered when you line up at the Rocky
Trail start line!

Line up with Australia’s elites and
experienced endurance racers – we’ll put

you to the test!

Our marathons are classics on the
Australian MTB race calendar. We launched

a multi-day event in Canberra in 2019,
which showcases the best MTB trails (and

lots of hidden gems) that the 
Capital has to offer.

Catch the racing bug with us – slapping on a
Rocky Trail race plate can be addictive!

cross-
country

racing is a matter of
spirit not strength.



R A C I N G  T I P  # 2

Small snacks or energy gels and bars often will keep your

energy level up rather than waiting for a big lunch meal

after you've emptied your body's reserves. In our cross-

country events you will come through the event centre

after each lap or pass marked water and marshal stations

along the way.

Drink often to stay
hydrated. Carry

enough water for one
lap or race run or to
sustain your body in
between feedzones.



RACE GUIDE:
XC LAP EVENT
EVENT :  

SHIMANO  MTB  GRAND  PRIX

This is classic cross-country lap

racing at its best!

These events are run for solo

racers, pairs and in teams of

three and offer four  (GP4) or

seven (GP7) hour options. To re-

start the season in 2020 we are

implementing COVID-19 risk

mitigating measures that will

change the format slightly.

Please check the events portal

for the latest updates!

These events aim to reward as

many riders as possible with

prizes at each event and across

the series. There are age-group

and eBike category podiums.

Racers receive a placing in their

age category and in an online

General Classification (GC).

THE  RACING .

"Fantastic, well run events with
character!"
- Susan via FB

#SHIMANOMTBGP

Our GP series may just be the

most inclusive cross-country

racing series in Australia! From

the first time between the tape

to people who have spent a

lifetime training for power

output, we have you covered. 

As one of the major cross-

country endurance racing series

in Australia, our GP events are

less of an elite- and winners-

only-focused competition, but a

positive and inclusive

experience for all participants –

on awesome trails at fun and

exciting destinations that will

make it worthwhile for your

whole group of riding mates and

for taking the family to!

THE  EXPERIENCE .

NSW .  ACT .  QLD .  VIC .

https://rockytrailentertainment.com/shimano-mtb-grand-prix/
https://rockytrailentertainment.com/shimano-mtb-grand-prix/


RACING: In order to spread out the rider field we will
have several start waves. Please check the event
schedule to find out when exactly you will start. All starts
will be between 9am and 10am in the morning.
STARTS: Racing will commence in the morning with a waves
of riders doing a traditional gun start for the GP7 and the
GP4.
FINISH: When you finish your race all huffing and puffing,
please do that at least 2 metres away from any fellow rider.
We will make sure that there is plenty of space around the
timing mats near the event centre and we’ll monitor the
movements.
EVENT CENTRE: the layout will be a lot bigger than in the
past to allow for everyone to have plenty of space. We will not
have a dedicated transition area for teams but you can
transition anywhere within the event centre.

In order to bring you the racing that you love as quickly as
possible, the original MTB GP race format will be changed
slightly and there will be new rules and regulations to make
sure we all adhere to social distancing and gathering laws
currently in place in each individual State we race in.

What will NOT change is how much we all love racing and
how much fun it will be to race your bikes out on those
rocky trails. We’ll have music, we’ll have a laugh and we’ll all
have a helluva day out together. 

� All details are on the event website.

FOCUS:

Nutrition basics

COVID-19 Road Map

There are a lot of different guidelines
and recommendations out there and
ultimately everyone is different and
you have to find what works for you
over time. Definitely find an electrolyte
drink/powder that you like as it is
important to replenish the body
throughout the race. Don't forget to
eat during the event and many of our
racers choose energy gels, which are
easy to digest when you are physically
active and provide you with that
nutrient boost when you need it.

Bike & Stuff
Most racers are on dual suspension
bikes and we still see some hardtails
out there as well. It really depends
what you are most comfortable on. We
pick tracks that have a great variety
throughout a racing season, so you
can put your steeds (and legs) to the
test, that's for sure! E-Bikes are
welcome at these events and have
their own categories too.

SHIMANO  MTB  GP :  PACKING  L IST  AND

GEAR  PREPARATION  FOR  1 -DAY  EVENTS

IMPORTANT - we are TRACKING every event participant!
This  means: not only competitors, but every spectator,

supporter or guardian plus ANY member of the public or
media needs to register via the race online sign-up process.
This will be a complementary race visitor entry and is FREE.

https://rockytrailentertainment.com/shimano-mtb-grand-prix/


"There is something about sitting on the
start line that is very special to me."
- Jonathan

#AMB100 #shutuplegs 

RACE GUIDE:
XC MARATHON
EVENT :

AMB  100 ,  STROMLO  FOREST  PARK  (ACT)

Join locals and mountain bikers

from all over Australia and

conquer the Stromlo trails! 

Take on this singletrack lap-

based marathon on a giant

circuit at Stromlo Forest Park –

you pick your distance! One

cheeky lap, two to catch the

racing bug or three for a classic

marathon… or sunrise lap for the

100-miler anyone?

The sweeping climbs, rocky

descents and flowying trails at

Stromlo, however, also mean

that it gets you into a rhythm

that makes it one of the most

fun and rewarding races you’ll

ever do. In 2020 the AMB100

will again be part of the Mitas

Terra in the Berra 3-day event.

Supported by the AMB

Magazine and Events ACT, it

features the longest racing

circuit possible at the popular

MTB park and for the classic

marathon challenge

participants will have to

complete three laps of the

~25km monster race circuit,

which links together almost all

trail sections at Stromlo. 

The challenges include single,

double and triple laps.

Traditionally the five-lap ‘Miler’

kicks off early to catch the

unique views of a glorious

sunrise over the Capital.

RACE  THE  STROMLO
MONSTER  CIRCUIT

ACT .

https://rockytrailentertainment.com/amb-100-marathon/
https://rockytrailentertainment.com/amb-100-marathon/
https://rockytrailentertainment.com/mitas-terra-in-the-berra/


RACE GUIDE:
XC MARATHON
EVENT :

THE  WILLO ,  KOWEN  FOREST  (ACT)

This is a race unlike any other. It

is one of the top mountain bike

marathons on the Australian

cycling racing calendars and an

annual reminder to all riders of

the joys of mountain biking as

well as the impact James had on

the sport. The Willo was set up in

honour of James by his aunt

Meg Patey and is now managed

by RTE under her patronage.

THE  WILLO  SPIRIT

"We wanted to do something to continue
James' energy and spirit. 
Rocky Trail keeps this legacy going."
- Meg Patey

#WILLOMARATHON

The Willo is a one day event

celebrating the life of mountain

bike champion James

Williamson, who died in March

2010 at the age of 26. James

was a top-level XCO and XCM

rider. He was passionate about

the sport in every way, as well as

being an Australian and World

24 hour champion.

Originally the home of this lap-

based classic marathon race has

been in the Southern Highlands,

on the home trails of James. The

bushfires of 2019-20 impacted

the trails severely which had the

event relocated to Kowen Forest

in Canberra.  We await the

return to Wingello State Forest.

There are various distance

classifications across adult and

junior age groups – for many

young athletes this race will

continue to provide the

opportunity to experience their

first thrill of racing.

Every race participant will be

instantly taken by the relaxed

and friendly nature of the race,

which in fact does on James and

the camaraderie that mountain

biking brings for all.

THE  WILLO  LEGACY

ACT .

https://rockytrailentertainment.com/the-willo/
https://rockytrailentertainment.com/the-willo/


RACE GUIDE:
XC MULTI-DAY
EVENT :

MITAS  TERRA  IN  THE  BERRA

CANBERRA ,  ACT

The 3 days of riding include

Majura Pines and a relaxed

afternoon at Mount Majura

Vineyard. We will feature

Canberra's best MTB 

A  3-DAY  MISSION

"Every ride is like a little holiday."

#TERRAINTHEBERRA

The Mitas Terra in the Berra is a

three-day mountain bike event

in Canberra. Under the

patronage of the Canberra Off-

Road Cyclist Club it promises to

be a celebration of the vibrant

cycling lifestyle in the

Capital.The three-day event is  a

celebration of the vibrant

cycling and mountain biking

lifestyle in Canberra for local

and visiting riders – a multi-day

experience like no other: 

your 3-day mountain bike

mission in the Capital!

experiences including the small

boutique parks like Pine Island

Reserve, and the magnificent

Murrumbidgee River Trails.

There will also be lots of fun for

the whole family at Stromlo

Forest Park, including the

AMB100 Marathon, which is one

of our flagship XC marathon

events. You will complete 1 or 2

laps of the 25km 'monster

circuit'.

Make this your perfect MTB

Spring weekend getaway if  you

come from out of town and

explore your home trails at race

pace plus discover some hidden

gems you might not know about

if you're a local!

THE  PERFECT

SPRING  WEEKEND

ACT .

https://rockytrailentertainment.com/mitas-terra-in-the-berra/
https://rockytrailentertainment.com/mitas-terra-in-the-berra/


ROCKY TRAIL RACING GUIDE

We reckon, those strong women have a
certain sparkle in their eyes when they do!

In this spirit we are proudly hosting our
Diamonds in the Dirt events! Originally

founded as a mountain bike race, from 2020
the events will also include trail

running classifications. 

Be ready for events that are loaded with the
kind of electrifying energy, which is created

when strong women get together to race
and let their female spirits soar!

Expect a friendly and encouraging event
environment, where it doesn’t matter if

you’re young or old, have kids or not, prefer
riding in lycra or baggy shorts, whether

you’re into pink or not at all. Whether you’ve
just started trail running or riding or never

participated in a timed event before.

These events are is for you also, if you love
racing – come and share your passion for

trail running and riding and pass on that
racing bug. The guys are welcome too, as

long as they come along to support the girls
and look after the kids!

women

a strong woman looks a
challenge in the eye
and gives it a wink.



R A C I N G  T I P  # 3

Traditional warm-ups have focused on stretching and if you want to get

more input, get information about mobility exercises, which will help to

activate muscles and make them perform more effectively. Ideally not

longer than 5 minute sessions, such mobility exercises include calf

stretches and foam roller units. To recover try and cool down before a

full stop. After the race ends, take 5 minutes to soft-pedal and keep

moving once you're off the bike. Keep up the hydration and power your

recovery with protein. You could try compression socks, get a massage

and then reset with plenty of rest.

Racing is important.
Warm-up and recovery
are just as crucial! Get

to know your body and
what it craves and

needs throughout it all.



RACE GUIDE:
WOMEN
EVENT :

DIAMONDS  IN  THE  DIRT

As one of the owners of Rocky

Trail Entertainment I have been

juggling motherhood of a now

preschooler as well as

consulting and teaching

assignments and my time on

my bike has been very precious.

I have been racing ‘my’

Diamonds event and it has been

a highlight every year so far. It’s

the chance to meet like-

minded women and their

families who come along and

I’ve had the most fun

interactions out on track and

inspiring conversations back at

the event centre!

I recently fell in love with trail

running - I just so enjoy being

out among the trees. Coming

into my fourties I have met a lot

of inspiring women, especially

these last few years since

becoming a mum.

When I ride with women, I am

more motivated to try out new

sections and show others my

favourite lines as well. Turns out

we as women of all walks of life

are connected by an incredible

bond and these events shall

foster and celebrate our female

yin energy. I enjoy the challenge

I’m faced with and sometimes

it’s a good thing to go out of

your comfort zone – I want these

events to be the playground for

women who love riding and

running on trails among the

trees. The sparks will be flying

and we'll all stock up on

endorphins, joy and

positive vibes. 

EMBRACING  OUR

YIN  ENERGY

"You can be as chilled or as competitive
as you like; it’s a great day..."
- Erika

#DIAMONDSINTHEDIRT

NSW .

They say 'it takes a village'  and I

only now start to understand the

meaning of it.

https://rockytrailentertainment.com/diamonds-in-the-dirt/


ROCKY TRAIL RACING GUIDE

24 hour racing is the ultimate test of

endurance, like-wise a 12 hour event

will be an intense experience also.

Both formats are thrilling milestones

of your MTB career. Mind you, once

you're hooked, you will want to do

them again and again. 

You’d expect that anyone riding a one

or half day-long competitive mountain

biking race would have to have been

involved with the sport at a semi-pro

level their whole life, but sometimes it

can actually be the pull of the

challenge that draws new

competitors in.

You see, 24 hour events don't just offer

incredible endurance challenges, but

they are the meeting places of like-

minded mountain bikers.

Where the old-hands come to show

their strength and share their

experience and where even more

catch the endurance racing

(and MTB travelling) bug. The tent

cities and inventive set-ups in these

ultra-endurance events are legendary!

24 H + 12 H

when your legs
get tired,

cycle with your heart.



R A C I N G  T I P  # 4

During racing eat small amounts and eat often. It's

important to not let your fuel reserves drop to low levels. It

is very hard to recover once you've run out of the energy

stores in your body. Again, as a rule of thumb, eat enough

and often enough so as not to feel hungry at any time. Your

body needs a constant trickle of energy from food. 

Source: MomentumIsYourFriend.com.au

Nutrition is key in
endurance races. You

need to develop the belief
that staying power

primarily comes from
nutrition, not fitness.



RACE GUIDE:
XC ENDURANCE
EVENTS :

JETBLACK  24  HOUR  (PLUS  6+6  HOUR)

JETBLACK  WILD  WOMBAT  (12  HOUR)

Our Jetblack 24 Hour is one of

the most iconic endurance

races on the Australian MTB

events calendar. It's a Solo,

Team Relay and Kids mountain

biking event starting at 12pm

Saturday and finishing at 12pm

Sunday. Australia is the home of

some of the most successful 24-

hour Solo Mountain Bike

Champions and our Rocky Trail

racers compete alongside them.

With current COVID-19

restrictions we are awaiting next

steps in the Road Map to assess

how and when this social and

spectator-friendly event can be

put on again. We estimate early

2021.  Set up on the lush

meadows of the showgrounds at 

24/6+6H  IN  RYDAL

Rydal near Lithgow,  camp and

team base are right next to your

car! Experience a weekend filled

with camaraderie and racing on

the Lidsdale MTB trails that

you’ll never forget!

The Jetblack Wild Wombat will

be a classic 12 hour MTB race in

Batemans Bay in the beautiful

Eurobodalla Shire on the South

Coast, perfect for young,

enthusiastic and experienced

riders! Bring your family and

friends and an empty esky and

help us revive and support the

local businesses in and around

Mogo, which have been so badly

affected by the bushfires over

the summer of 2019-20!

12  HOURS  IN  THE

EUROBODALLA

"I loved the atmosphere, 
comradery, the feeling of 
being part of something great."
- Geoff

#JETBLACK24     #JETBLACKWILDWOMBAT

NSW .

https://rockytrailentertainment.com/


What I love about the Rocky

Trail Team is that we all

share a passion for cycling

and mountain biking and

combine our decade-long

experiences in events. Each

event requires a crew of 

10-15 people to deliver

memorable experiences and

we are grateful that we have

built a network and

assembled a crew around us

over the years who all are as

passionate about Rocky Trail

Entertainment as we are.

It’s when we are in an event

centre that the Rocky Trail

spirit really shines – when all

our competitors, supporters

and crew bring it to life!

From the moment you

arrive and park your car you

will feel part of the ‘Rocky

Trail Family’, even if it’s your

first time at one of our races.

We love catching up with

repeat #rockytrailracers and

meeting new ‘victims’ about

to catch our racing bug! 

Grab your personalised race

plate and then it’s the build-

up to the start - put on a

race face and get all photos

included in your entry too!

See you soon at rego!

Want to volunteer?
Send us an email!

OUR TEAM
BY  JO  PARKER

HOW  TO  GET

INVOLVED  IN  THE

ROCKY  TRAIL

COMMUNITY

Sign up to our email
newsletters and we'll 
keep you in the loop
of what's happening
and when! 

BE  A

#ROCKYTRAILRACER

Off the trails we stay in touch
via regular email newsletters
and our social media
channels! We are really proud
of our Rocky Trail Community
and that our racers and
supporters so enthusiastically
help shape not only our
events but ultimately 
our business as well.

ROCKY  TRAIL  FAMILY

Join the Rocky Trail
Family Group on
Facebook, follow our
Instagram and like our
Facebook page and
you’ll be in the know
about all things riding
and racing with us!

BE  SOCIAL

We have launched a
Rocky Trail Radio portal
with our favourite
playlists - take our race
vibes home with you!

rockytrailentertainment.com

https://instagram.com/rockytrailentertainment
https://www.facebook.com/rockytrailentertainment
https://rockytrailentertainment.com/home/newsletter/
https://rockytrailentertainment.com/rocky-trail-radio/
https://rockytrailentertainment.com/contact/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/708055993019017/
https://rockytrailentertainment.com/home/newsletter/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/708055993019017/
https://www.facebook.com/rockytrailentertainment
https://instagram.com/rockytrailentertainment
https://rockytrailentertainment.com/rocky-trail-radio/
https://rockytrailentertainment.com/
https://rockytrailentertainment.com/


THE

ROCKY TRAILS

ARE

CALLING

AND

I MUST RIDE.RACE




